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1. Neuroscientific evidence
Dual-fMRI

2. Interpersonal synchrony
Brain to brain coupling, fundamental communicative obstacles

Today’s docket



1. Achieving mutual understanding should evoke neural 
activity reflecting flexible conceptual processes, in 
regions known to support conceptual knowledge

2. There should be shared patterns of neural activity 
during communicative production and comprehension 
given that these processes relate to the same 
conversational context

3. The timing of this shared neural pattern should lead, 
not follow, the occurrence of a communicative signal, 
given that the conceptual space is defined by the 
ongoing communicative interaction rather than by the 
signal itself

4. The temporal dynamics of the shared neural pattern  
should reflect the communicators’ adjustments of their 
shared conceptual space

4 predictions of neural activity supporting
shared conceptual spaces
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Dual-fMRI
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Brain to brain coupling, fundamental communicative obstacles
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Interpersonal synchrony

Presupposes wirelessly coupled brains that are exact copies of one another

Interactive alignment meets mirror neurons



Interpersonal synchrony

Achieving synchrony is slow and requires mechanical causality in a system



Interpersonal synchrony

Fundamental communicative obstacles

•Interpersonal asymmetry
No two people have exactly the same experience and expertise

•Signal ambiguity
A communicative signal contains a multiplicity of functions and 
referents 

•Typological inadequacy
Even for highly conventional signals, communicators always needs to 
consider how their signals will be interpreted in the current context

Synchrony is at best a marker of mutual understanding, not a mechanism



Take-home concepts

•Brains may become synchronized due to the 
accumulation of shared contextual knowledge 
at a scale independent from individual 
communicative behaviors

•Interpersonal synchrony is at best a marker of 
mutual understanding, not a mechanism 

•Human communication is best thought of as a 
solution to a conceptual alignment challenge



Next up

•Lab 4: Scientific Review

•Paper Review due tonight

•Exam Questions due Friday night


